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“I know what you told me, but this is what I think:”
Perceived risk of Alzheimer disease among individuals
who accurately recall their genetics-based risk estimate
Erin Linnenbringer, MS1, J. Scott Roberts, PhD1, Susan Hiraki, MS2,3, L. Adrienne Cupples, PhD4,5,
and Robert C. Green, MD, MPH2,3,4
Purpose: This study evaluates the Alzheimer disease risk perceptions of
individuals who accurately recall their genetics-based Alzheimer disease risk assessment. Methods: Two hundred forty-six unaffected firstdegree relatives of patients with Alzheimer disease were enrolled in a
multisite randomized controlled trial examining the effects of communicating APOE genotype and lifetime Alzheimer disease risk information. Results: Among the 158 participants who accurately recalled their
Alzheimer disease risk assessment 6 weeks after risk disclosure, 75
(47.5%) believed their Alzheimer disease risk was more than 5% points
different from the Alzheimer disease risk estimate they were given.
Within this subgroup, 69.3% believed that their Alzheimer disease risk
was higher than what they were told (discordant high), whereas 30.7%
believed that their Alzheimer disease risk was lower (discordant low).
Participants with a higher baseline risk perception were more likely to
have a discordant-high risk perception (P ⬍ 0.05). Participants in the
discordant-low group were more likely to be APOE ⑀4 positive (P ⬍
0.05) and to score higher on an Alzheimer disease controllability scale
(P ⬍ 0.05). Conclusion: Our results indicate that even among individuals who accurately recall their Alzheimer disease risk assessment,
many people do not take communicated risk estimates at face value.
Further exploration of this clinically relevant response to risk information is warranted. Genet Med 2010:12(4):219 –227.
Key Words: risk recall, risk perception, Alzheimer disease, genetic
susceptibility testing

R

ecalling and interpreting probabilistic disease risk information is often difficult for patients.1– 4 One area of medicine
where such risk information is heavily used is the rapidly
growing field of genetic susceptibility testing for common,
complex diseases. Within the medical genetics literature, patients’ knowledge of their disease risk appears to improve after
genetic counseling but remains far from perfect. Across nearly
a dozen studies in the hereditary breast and ovarian cancer
literature, the proportion of patients who accurately stated their
breast cancer risk at baseline ranged from 6.6 –59% and improved to 14.6 – 82% after receiving genetic counseling.5–15 The
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broad variation in the proportion of “accurate” responders may
reflect differences in how the risk was communicated (e.g.,
relative risk versus absolute risks), how accuracy was measured
(e.g., exact risk recall versus within 200% of the quoted risk
estimate), and when the follow-up was conducted (e.g., immediately after the counseling session versus 3 months later).
Even if accurate knowledge of risk information was measured in a more systematic way, this variable is an imperfect
measure of risk communication efficacy. Several authors have
argued that evaluations of risk communication processes should
not focus solely on patients’ knowledge of risk information but
also on their perception of risk.1,3,16 Risk perception is a key
concept in the self-regulation model of genetic counseling described by Shiloh17 and may play an important role in patients’
subsequent psychological adjustment and health behaviors,
such as obtaining cancer screening.4,5,18
Two recent systematic reviews suggest that genetic counseling may improve the accuracy of patients’ risk perception, but
the results have been inconsistent across studies.18,19 Several
studies have suggested that cognitive and emotional factors,
such as personal experience and disease-specific worry, and
demographic characteristics, such as age, gender, and education, have a greater impact on risk perception than the actual
risk estimates provided by health care professionals.19 –23 However, these studies have not directly and simultaneously evaluated both patients’ knowledge of the risk provided by their
clinician and their postcounseling risk perception. Without this
comparison, it is impossible to tell whether the discrepancies
between patients’ postcounseling perceived risk and the communicated risk assessment are because of inaccurate recall of
the factual information or other psychosocial factors suggested
above. A clear delineation between the recall of factual information (i.e., communicated risk) and the interpretation of that
information (perceived risk) is, therefore, needed. Defining appropriate risk recall and risk perception outcomes is especially
important when evaluating genetic susceptibility testing, given
the imprecision inherent in these risk models and the expected
growth in their utilization across multiple common adult-onset
diseases, both within the health care system and via direct-toconsumer “personal genomics” services.24 –26
To begin addressing these important issues, we explored the
relationship between risk recall and risk perception among
individuals who demonstrated an accurate recall of their quoted
Alzheimer disease (AD) risk assessment, using data from a
randomized clinical trial involving disclosure of APOE genotype information to first-degree relatives of patients with AD.
We posed two hypotheses based on the available risk recall and
risk perception literature and findings from our earlier work: (1)
participants’ perceived risk of AD would differ significantly
from their accurately recalled risk estimates; and (2) certain
personal characteristics (e.g., older age, female gender, lower
education or numeracy, and higher disease-specific worry)
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would be associated with discordance between recalled and
perceived AD risk.27–29

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview
This post hoc analysis was conducted using data collected
during the second funding period of a multicenter National
Institute of Health-funded clinical trial, the Risk Evaluation and
Education for Alzheimer’s Disease (REVEAL) study. The REVEAL study was designed to evaluate the safety, efficacy, and
impact of providing genetic-based AD risk assessments to firstdegree relatives of patients with AD. Details regarding the
development of the AD risk estimates, study methods, and
primary study outcomes from the first clinical trial have been
reported elsewhere.30,31 These findings indicate that, in the
context of a comprehensive education and counseling protocol,
APOE genotype and AD risk information can be provided to
first-degree relatives of AD patients in a relatively safe and
effective manner.27,31–33
A second clinical trial was developed to examine the safety
and efficacy of providing APOE genotype disclosure and risk
assessment through a condensed educational, risk disclosure,
and counseling protocol. This second clinical trial is the basis
for the current analysis and is described in more detail in the
Participants and Procedures sections below. Institutional review
board approval was obtained at each of the four study sites:
Boston University, Weill Medical College of Cornell University, Case Western Reserve University, and Howard University.
All study participants completed an informed consent process at
the time of enrollment.
Participants
Cognitively intact men and women who were aged older than
18 years and who had one living or deceased first-degree
relative affected by late-onset AD were eligible for study participation. Individuals who had more than one affected firstdegree relative or whose affected family members’ average age
of AD onset was ⬍60 years old were excluded. Participants
were self-referred, having typically heard about the REVEAL
Study through the internet, community outreach events, wordof-mouth, or through other AD research studies at the respective
REVEAL Study sites.
Of the 437 individuals who expressed interest in the study,
131 declined participation, 14 did not meet family history
eligibility criteria, and 12 were screened out because of possible
cognitive, mood, or anxiety disorders. The resulting 280 participants received AD risk assessment and completed the 6-week
follow-up visit (Fig. 1). Thirty-four participants were excluded
from this analysis because of inadequate data for the communicated risk, risk recall, and/or risk perception measures. African Americans (participants were asked to self-identify their
race/ethnicity and these variables were included in the study
after careful consideration, which is described in detail in Ref.
34), condensed protocol participants, individuals with only one
affected relative in their immediate and extended family, and
individuals with lower numeracy scores were significantly overrepresented among those with missing data (P ⬍ 0.05; data not
shown). A total of 246 participants were included in the final
analysis.
Procedures
Demographic information and baseline AD-related attitudes
were assessed during a brief phone interview. Individuals who
220
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elected to continue participating in the study were then randomized to one of two AD genetics education and counseling
protocols. The same information regarding AD risk factors, the
relationship between APOE genotype and AD risk, and the
potential risks and benefits of receiving genetic testing was
provided to all participants. However, participants in the condensed arm were educated via a four-page brochure mailed to
their home in advance of their genetic counseling and testing
appointment. Participants in the extended arm attended a separate in-person education session conducted by a genetic counselor before their genetic counseling and testing appointment.
The same protocol was used for all participants, regardless of
study arm, during the genetic counseling and testing appointment. After the administration of pretest surveys, participants
were screened for symptoms of cognitive impairment, anxiety,
and depression. The genetic counselor then reviewed the participant’s family history of AD and offered to review the educational materials and address any participant questions or
concerns before continuing with the blood draw. Samples from
eligible consenting participants were sent to a CLIA-approved
laboratory (Athena Diagnostics, Worcester, MA) for genotype
analysis.
At the in-person disclosure session, participants in both arms
of the study received their APOE genotype results and an
estimated lifetime risk of developing AD, which was defined as
the risk of developing AD from birth to age of 85 years. The
estimates were based on gender- and genotype-specific AD risk
curves developed for African American and white participants.34 As illustrated in Table 1 participants who carried at
least one copy of the APOE ⑀4 allele were given lifetime AD
risk estimates ranging from 25–77%. Individuals without an
APOE ⑀4 allele received lifetime AD risk estimates from 13–
49%.30,34 Participants were shown a set of graphs representing
the age-, gender- and race-specific AD risks for various groups,
including (1) the general population, (2) first-degree relatives of
patients with AD, and (3) individuals classified by APOE genotype. A standard script was used to provide participants with
a verbal explanation of their AD risk estimate and the personal
information that was used to generate the risk estimate (e.g.,
their APOE genotype, family history, gender, race, and age).
Participants also received a standardized written summary of
the risk estimate and its limitations. No formal review of the
pretest educational material was offered, but participants were
free to ask questions and discuss any concerns related to their
test results. Participants were asked to complete three follow-up
surveys during the 12 months after AD risk disclosure. We
focus solely on 6-week follow-up data in this analysis because
of its close proximity to the risk disclosure session. Similar
results were also found at the 6-month and 12-month follow-up
time points, but the sample size decreased as fewer participants
accurately recalled their risk estimates at these later dates (data
not shown).
Measures
For the purposes of this analysis, communicated risk refers to
the AD risk estimate provided by the study clinician during the
disclosure session. As part of both the preeducation (baseline)
survey and the 6-week follow-up survey, perceived personal risk
was measured by asking “On a scale of 0 –100%, what do you
believe your chances are of developing Alzheimer’s disease sometime in your life?” Although Katapodi et al.35 have suggested that
using this type of numerical scale may lead to a bias toward
responses of 50%, we chose this measure of perceived personal
risk to allow for direct comparisons with the communicated risk
estimates that were provided on the same scale (Table 1).
© 2010 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Risk perception after recall of AD risk estimate

Fig. 1. Overview of the REVEAL study protocol and participants included in analysis.

In a separate section of the 6-week follow-up survey, participants were asked to “Please write in (or approximate if you
can’t remember the exact number) the percentage you were
given as your lifetime risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease.”
This number was recorded as the recalled risk. If the recalled
risk was within ⫾5 points of the communicated risk, the participant was considered to have accurately recalled risk. Three
risk recall-perception subgroups were established among those
participants who accurately recalled their AD risk assessment:
concordant, discordant-high, and discordant-low (see Fig. 1 for
definitions) groups.
Before the educational component of the protocol, participants completed three measures of AD-related attitudes. To
assess AD concern, participants used a 5-point Likert scale
(1 ⫽ strongly disagree, 5 ⫽ strongly agree) to rate five
Genetics
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statements regarding their concern over potentially developing AD and the severity of AD relative to other conditions.
AD treatment optimism was also measured on the same
5-point Likert scale, with participants responding to six
statements regarding the likelihood of new preventive, treatment, and/or curative agents for AD being developed within
the next 5 years or within their lifetime. Perceptions of
personal control over the development of AD were assessed,
again using the 5-point Likert scale, with four questions
measuring the degree to which the participant believed the
onset or severity of AD could be modified by personal
actions. Items used for each scale were based on measures
used with good reliability (Cronbach ␣ ⫽ 0.78 – 0.88) in
previous research on illness perceptions among relatives of
people with AD.36,37
221
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Table 1 Lifetime AD risk estimatesa for first-degree
relatives of AD patients
Males (%)

Females (%)

White

African
American

White

African
American

⑀2/⑀3

13

33

19

36

⑀3/⑀3

18

41

29

49

⑀2/⑀4

25

48

49

69

⑀3/⑀4

29

56

52

73

⑀4/⑀4

56

77

57

74

APOE genotype

a

Lifetime risk ⫽ from birth through the age 85 years.

Anxiety was measured using the Beck Anxiety Inventory,
with higher scores indicating greater levels of generalized anxiety.38 The Center for Epidemiological Studies-depression scale
was also administered, with higher scores indicating a greater
level of depression symptoms.39
Participants provided their age, gender, race, highest year of
schooling completed, annual household income, and number of
first-degree and more distant relatives affected by AD. In addition to these basic sociodemographic variables, we also assessed
participants’ health numeracy, which has been defined as “the
degree to which individuals have the capacity to access, process, interpret, communicate, and act on numerical, quantitative,
graphical, biostatistical, and probabilistic health information
needed to make effective health decisions.”40 Numeracy scores
for each participant were measured using a well-validated measure from Lipkus et al.,41 with scores ranging from 0 (low
numeracy) to 8 (high numeracy). Because the distribution of
numeracy scores was skewed toward high levels of numeracy,
we created a dichotomous variable of lower (score of 6 or
lower) versus higher (score of 7 or 8) numeracy.
Data analysis
Unadjusted Fisher exact tests were used to detect significant
demographic differences between the concordant and discordant-high groups and the concordant and discordant-low
groups. Between-group differences in the mean values for continuous measures of baseline AD risk perception, AD concern,
AD treatment optimism, and AD control, anxiety, and depression were assessed with independent Student t tests.
In addition to exploring potential associations between group
status and demographic characteristics, baseline AD attitudes,
and general mood, we also sought to identify potential predictors of group status using a stepwise multinomial logistic regression model. Six variables were selected for inclusion in the
regression model based on theorized predictors of perceived
personal risk from the literature: baseline measures of perceived
personal risk, depression, anxiety, AD concern, and AD control
score, and APOE ⑀4 status.17,19,42,43 Gender, race, and age group
were added as potential confounders. We hypothesized that
baseline AD risk perception would be the strongest predictor of
group membership. SPSS 14.0 was used to conduct all statistical analyses.44

RESULTS
Participant information
Of the 246 participants with valid data for this question, 101
(41.1%) recalled their AD risk estimate exactly, whereas an222
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other 57 (23%) accurately recalled their AD risk within ⫾5%
points of their communicated risk. The risk estimate recall of
these 158 participants (64.2% of the sample) was categorized as
“accurate” for the purposes of this analysis. The remaining 88
participants were considered “inaccurate” and were more likely
to be ⱖ60 years old (P ⱕ 0.01), female (P ⱕ 0.05), have a
lower numeracy score (P ⱕ 0.05), and report that they had been
a primary caregiver for a relative with AD (P ⱕ 0.05) when
compared with participants with accurate recall. These findings
are consistent with similar analyses conducted on participants
from our previous clinical trial conducted with a different group
of participants.27
All of the following analyses were restricted to the subset of
158 participants who accurately recalled their risk estimate;
their demographic characteristics are reported in Table 2. We
found no significant differences in our primary outcome measures when comparing participants in the condensed study arm
with those in the extended study arm (Table 2). Accordingly,
the regression analyses described in Tables 3 and 4, reflect all
158 participants and are not stratified by study arm.
Communicated AD risk estimates and AD risk
perception
At baseline, the mean perceived personal risk of developing
AD among our sample was 53.0% (SD ⫽ 22.03; range ⫽
0 –100%). Within this group, a significant decrease in mean
perceived personal risk was observed 6 weeks after risk disclosure (mean ⫽ 43.3%; SD ⫽ 23.5; P ⬍ 0.01). However, the
6-week follow-up mean perceived personal risk remained significantly higher than the mean communicated risk of 36.8%
(SD ⫽ 15.5; P ⬍ 0.01).
This pattern held true within most of the demographic groups
described in Figure 2. However, the mean baseline perceived
personal risk among African Americans was lower than both the
group mean communicated risk and 6-week perceived personal
risk. In addition, the mean 6-week perceived personal risk value
among participants aged 60 years and older was virtually identical to their mean communicated risk.
Mean baseline perceived personal risk values were significantly higher among women relative to men; among whites
relative to African Americans; and among younger participants
relative to older participants (P-values for all group differences
ⱕ0.05). Six weeks after risk disclosure, group-level differences
in mean perceived personal risk remained significant between
the gender and age groups (P ⱕ 0.05), but not between the
racial groups. Although it is not surprising that, at the 6-week
follow-up time point, participants who were positive for at least
one APOE ⑀4 allele perceived their AD risk to be significantly
higher than APOE ⑀4 negative participants, it is interesting to
note that APOE ⑀4 positive participants also reported a significantly higher mean baseline perceived personal risk than their
APOE ⑀4 negative counterparts (P ⱕ 0.05).
Postassessment risk perception among participants
demonstrating accurate risk recall
Just more than half (52.5%) of the participants were classified as concordant in terms of their risk recall and risk perception responses. Figure 3 describes the distribution of individuals
who provided responses that were concordant, discordant high
(n ⫽ 52), and discordant low (n ⫽ 23). Of note, 36 of the 52
participants in the discordant-high group (22.8% of all accurate
recallers) stated that their perceived personal risk was more than
20% points higher than their accurately recalled risk.
© 2010 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Table 2 Demographic characteristics of participants with
accurately recalled risk (n ⫽ 158) and their unadjusted
distribution across risk recall-perception groups
Percentage of participants with
accurately recalled risk, 6 weeks after
disclosure (%)
Discordant Discordant
high
low

n

Concordanta

⬍60

109

51.4

35.8

12.8

ⱖ60

49

55.1

26.5

18.4

Age group (yr)

Gender
Female

Risk perception after recall of AD risk estimate

Table 3 illustrates that, in comparison with the concordant
group, discordant-low participants also had higher mean baseline scores on measures of AD control (3.47 vs. 3.01, P ⱕ 0.01)
and anxiety (5.43 vs. 2.76, P ⱕ 0.01). However, the mean
anxiety score of discordant-low participants still fell well below
clinically significant levels.38 Finally, participants in the discordant-high group had a significantly higher baseline AD risk
perception (65 vs. 48%, P ⱕ 0.01) when compared with the
concordant group.
Predictors of discordant-low and discordant-high
group status
The results of the full regression model are reported in
Table 4. Three statistically significant predictors of group status
were observed. For every 1-point increase in baseline perceived
risk, the odds ratio of being in the discordant-high group (versus
the concordant group) increased by 1.06 (95% confidence interval [CI] ⫽ 1.03–1.09). When comparing the discordant-low
group with the concordant group, a 1-point increase in a participant’s baseline score on the personal control over AD scale
increased the odds of being in the discordant-low group by 3.0
(95% CI ⫽ 1.23–7.26). In addition, participants who were
found to be APOE ⑀4 positive were nearly six times more likely
to be in the discordant-low group than in the concordant group
(95% CI ⫽ 1.66 –20.69). In earlier stepwise regression models
(data not shown) and in the unadjusted Fisher exact test given in
Table 2, African Americans were significantly more likely to be in
the discordant-low group. However, once baseline anxiety scores
were included, this relationship was no longer significant.

105

52.4

31.4

16.2

53

52.8

35.8

11.3

24

50.0

12.5

37.5b

134

53.0

36.6

10.4b

Less than college
degree

43

55.8

32.6

11.6

College degree or
higher

115

51.3

33.0

15.7

32

46.9

40.6

12.5

DISCUSSION

126

54.0

31.0

15.1

⬍$70,000

62

46.8

37.1

16.1

ⱖ$70,000

89

56.2

29.2

14.6

1 Affected relative

76

55.3

26.3

18.4

2⫹ Affected relatives

82

50.0

39.0

11.0

This study examined the perceived AD risk of individuals
who accurately recalled their communicated AD risk. Among
those who accurately recalled their communicated risk, nearly
one half did not fully adjust their perceived personal risk of AD
to match their communicated AD risk estimate. Our findings
suggest that baseline perceived AD risk, baseline feelings of
control over AD, and genotype information are the strongest
predictors of these discordant risk perceptions.
We found that participants modify their perceived personal
risk of AD in the direction of the mean communicated risk after
genetic education and counseling. However, as a group, the
posttest mean perceived personal risk remains somewhere in
between baseline the mean perceived personal risk and the
mean communicated risk. This pattern held true within each of
the observed sociodemographic subgroups (Fig. 2).
In addition, we observed wide variation in posttest perceived
personal risk among individual study participants who accurately recalled their AD risk estimate. Nearly one third of the
participants with accurate risk recall reported their posttest
perceived personal risk to be higher than their recalled risk,
which we referred to as being discordant high. Conversely,
approximately 15% felt that their AD risk was lower than their
accurately recalled risk and were subsequently referred to as
being discordant low. Our logistic regression analysis found that
greater baseline levels of perceived personal risk were predictive of being in the discordant-high category, whereas greater
baseline feelings of control over developing AD and testing
positive for one more APOE ⑀4 alleles were each predictive of
being in the discordant-low group.
There are several plausible explanations as to why some
participants do not adjust their perceived disease risk to match
their personalized health risk assessments. One explanation

Male
Race
African American
White
Education

Numeracy
6 or less
7 or 8
Household incomec

No. affected relatives

Study arm
Extended

46

47.8

32.6

19.6

112

54.5

33.0

12.5

⑀4 Positive

71

46.5

33.8

19.7

⑀4 Negative

87

57.5

32.2

10.3

Condensed
APOE ⑀4 status

a

Reference group.
b
Significantly different from the concordant group distribution, P ⱕ 0.05 (Fisher
exact test).
c
Seven participants (4.4% of the sample) refused to provide household income
information.

Characteristics of participants in the discordant-low
and discordant-high groups
As given in Table 2, African Americans were significantly
overrepresented in the discordant-low group relative to whites.
There was also a trend toward APOE ⑀4 positive participants
being overrepresented in the discordant-low arm (P ⬍ 0.10).
Genetics
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Table 3 Associations between mean baseline psychosocial measures and risk recall-perception groups among
participants with accurately recalled risk (n ⫽ 158)
Mean scores (SD; range) among participants with accurately recalled risk, 6-week after disclosure
Concordanta
AD risk perception

Discordant high
65.17b (19.03; 15–100)

48.30 (20.77; 0–90)

Discordant low
41.36 (21.03; 10–75)

AD concern

3.34 (0.72; 1.60–5.00)

3.57 (0.58; 2.20–5.00)

3.27 (0.48; 2.20–4.00)

AD treatment optimism

3.61 (0.77; 1.33–5.00)

3.77 (0.71; 2.00–5.00)

3.74 (0.76; 1.00–5.00)

AD control

3.01 (0.75; 1–4.50)

3.05 (0.70; 1.5–4.25)

3.47b (0.78; 1.75–4.75)

Anxiety (BAI)

2.76 (3.23; 0–15)

3.06 (4.01; 0–19)

5.43b (5.34; 0–16)

Depression (CES-D)

4.92 (4.46; 0–20)

4.46 (5.24; 0–18)

6.65 (5.84; 0–17)

a

Reference group.
b
Significantly different from the concordant group mean, P ⱕ 0.01.
AD, Alzheimer disease; BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; CES-D, Center for Epidemiological Studies-depression.

Table 4 Multinomial logistic regression results examining the differences between concordant vs. discordant-high
groups and concordant vs. discordant-low groups
Likelihood
ratio 2

P

Odds ratio, discordant-high groupa
(95% CI for Exp ␤)

Odds ratio, discordant-low groupa
(95% CI for Exp ␤)

Gender (female)

3.61

NS

0.56 (0.23–1.38)

2.54 (0.51–12.64)

Racial group (African American)

6.23

0.04b

0.27 (0.05–1.52)

2.75 (0.71–10.63)

Age group (⬍60 yr)

0.59

NS

0.95 (0.37–2.42)

0.60 (0.16–2.22)

26.46

⬍ 0.01c

1.06 (1.03–1.09)

0.97 (0.94–1.00)

AD control

7.27

0.03d

1.35 (0.78–2.33)

2.99 (1.23–7.26)

AD concern

0.05

NS

0.93 (0.44–1.96)

0.93 (0.36–2.37)

Depression (CES-D)

1.92

NS

1.08 (0.96–1.21)

0.99 (0.84–1.16)

Anxiety (BAI)

2.78

NS

0.97 (0.84–1.13)

1.14 (0.95–1.38)

0.01d

0.85 (0.38–1.90)

5.38 (1.67–17.37)

Demographics

Baseline attitudes and mood
AD risk perception

Genotype
APOE ⑀4 status (⑀4 positive)

10.06

a

Concordant group is the reference category.
b
Statistically significant in the overall model, but neither the discordant-high nor the discordant-low groups were significantly different from the concordant group in the
respective two-way models.
c
Concordant vs. discordant-high odds ratio, P ⬍ 0.05.
d
Concordant vs. discordant-low odds ratio, P ⬍ 0.05.
AD, Alzheimer disease; BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; CES-D, Center for Epidemiological Studies-depression; NS, not significant.

involves an anchoring-and-adjustment bias,45 which is described as
the adjustment of perceived risk toward— but not equal to—the
objective risk provided by health care providers. Our results shown
in Figure 2 illustrate this phenomenon. In addition, the significant
relationship between higher baseline levels of perceived risk and
being in the discordant-high group may be related at least in part to
anchoring-and-adjustment biases.
Similar results from two recent studies suggest that the
anchoring-and-adjustment bias exists across various diseases
and risk groups. Weinstein et al.29 surveyed 353 individuals
scheduled for nonurgent primary care appointments immediately before and after a computer-based presentation on colon
cancer risks. Among the participants randomized to receive a
personalized colorectal cancer risk estimate, only 45% reported
224

agreement between their recalled communicated risk and personal risk perception, whereas 47% perceived their risk to be
higher than the communicated risk estimate.29 Discordance
between participants’ postintervention perceived risk and their
self-reported communicated risk was associated with their baseline perceived risk of colon cancer. Gurmankin et al.28 examined the risk recall and perception of 108 women who received
genetic counseling for (1) their risk of carrying a mutation in the
BRCA1/2 genes that confer high risk of breast and/or ovarian
cancer and (2) their risk of being diagnosed with breast
cancer. Although the group’s postcounseling perceived risks
were significantly higher than their recalled communicated
risks, they were also significantly lower than their baseline
perceived risk.28
© 2010 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Risk perception after recall of AD risk estimate

Fig. 2. Mean communicated risk estimates and mean perceived personal risks at baseline and at 6 weeks after disclosure
by demographic groupˆ (n ⫽ 158). Unadjusted means.

Fig. 3. Distribution of participants with accurately recalled communicated risk among the discordant-high, concordant,
and discordant-low groups, 6 weeks after disclosure (n ⫽ 158).

In addition to the potential subconscious anchoring-and-adjustment bias, participants may have made rational adjustments
to their risk estimates based on their understanding of less
well-defined risk or protective factors that are not included in
Genetics
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the REVEAL study’s AD risk calculations. For example, participants who regularly engage in rigorous mental or physical
activity may have perceived their personal AD risk to be somewhat lower than the communicated risk, given their beliefs
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about the protective effects of their lifestyle. Although there has
been a considerable amount of lay press coverage of the potential AD risk-reducing benefits of mental and physical exercise,
the risk estimates used in this study do not incorporate this
information.30 Future studies in this area should ascertain what,
if any, additional objective factors participants consider when
interpreting their disease risk.
Although participants may be incorporating unmeasured risk
factors into their perceived personal risk of AD, it is also likely
that individual attributes, such as coping style, influence risk
perception.19 Previous work with participants in the first REVEAL study clinical trial suggests that receiving a personalized
AD risk estimate may increase feelings of control or reduce
feelings of uncertainty, thereby serving both problem-focused
and emotion-focused coping mechanisms.46 Our current finding
that APOE ⑀4 positive individuals are more likely to be in the
discordant-low group also suggests that minimizing one’s perceived AD risk is another a way to cope with unfavorable risk
information. This explanation is supported by the work of
Etchegary and Perrier,42 who provide a comprehensive review
of “defensive processing of threatening health information.” In
brief, individuals may use various cognitive mechanisms to
cope with the distress related to the communicated risk estimate.
Enhanced coping may be psychologically beneficial, but the
associated risk minimization could be detrimental if it undermines positive health behaviors that the individual might have
otherwise enacted.
This study has several limitations. As in most clinical trials,
the sample was predominantly composed of individuals with
high levels of education. In addition, educational materials and
clinician reminders that emphasized the limitations of risk estimates may have given credence to participants’ notions that
their actual risk differed from their communicated risk. Future
studies should consider assessing participants’ perceptions of
the precision and accuracy of the communicated risk and exploring reasons for discordance. It is also noteworthy that although the disclosure of AD risk estimates and their limitations
was standardized across providers and study sites, participants
were free to ask their clinician clarifying questions and engage
in further conversation. We are unable to systematically evaluate or adjust for the content of such additional conversations,
which could have had an effect on how the participant recalled
or perceived their AD risk estimate. Finally, although the relatively high number of African American participants is strength
of the study, the small number of African Americans in the
discordant-high group limited this particular analysis.
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